TOWN OF DUNDEE
ITB # 20-06

PUBLIC WORKS FENCE DEMO/REPLACEMENT

ADDENDUM #2
QUESTIONS FROM VENDORS
1. Q. Is the Contractor responsible to establish description and quantity for each bid item?
A. The contractor is responsible to establish description and quantity for each bid item.
2. Q. Are there additional plans and specs for the project?
A. There are no additional specs provided by the town, all the specs and documentation that the town has is in
the ITB.
3. Q. Are there plans and specs for this project?
A. The type, height, and material of fence and location is in the ITB. The contractor needs to perform any
measurements or provide any other specs needed to install that type of fence at our facility.
4. Q. Where can I get the drawings or specs for the job?
A. there are no additional specs provided by the town, all specs and documentation that the town has is in the
ITB. The type, height, and material of fence and location is in the ITB. The contractor needs to perform any
measurements or provide any other specs needed to install that type of fence at our facility.
5. Q. What kind of controller and specs?
A. Controller specs, lift master CSL 24 u
6. Q. Will a new keypad need to be installed?
A. Yes, a WKP250 wireless keypad with gooseneck pole and gate remotes for fleet trucks
7. Q. What are the specs on the main gate?
A. 20 foot aluminum cantilever gate
8. Q. Will the new fence tie into the existing chain-link fence that butts up to the WWTP?
A. Yes
9. Q. How may clickers (transmitters)? It says “Clickers for the fleet” but no idea how many that is.
A. 7
10. Q. Is the entry going to be paved or stay dirt?
A. Will remain as is, dirt.
11. Q. Are you handling emergency access on this or does that need to be included?
EX: Knox key or sos to allow emergency vehicles in.
A. A Knox key must be included for emergency services.
12. Q. Is the Performance and Payment Bond necessary on a bid of this price?
A. Yes, the Performance and Payment Bond remains as a requirement.

IMPORTANT MESSAGE:
PLEASE ACKNOWLEDGE RECEIPT OF THIS ADDENDUM ON THE BID COVER SHEET.
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